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Abstract

Attribute-based encryption (ABE) enables fine-grained access control over en-

crypted data. A practical and popular approach for handing revocation in ABE

is to use the indirect revocation mechanism, in which a key generation cen-

tre (KGC) periodically broadcasts key update information for all data users

over a public channel. Unfortunately, existing RABE schemes are vulnerable

to decryption key exposure attack which has been well studied in the identity-

based setting. In this paper, we introduce a new notion for RABE called re-

randomizable piecewise key generation by allowing a data user to re-randmomize

the combined secret key and the key update to obtain the decryption key, and

the secret key is unrecoverable even both the decryption key and the key up-

date are known by the attacker. We then propose a new primitive called re-

randomizable attribute-based encryption (RRABE) that can achieve both re-

randomizable piecewise key generation and ciphertext delegation. We also refine

the existing security model for RABE to capture decryption key exposure re-

sistance and present a generic construction of RABE from RRABE. Finally, by

applying our generic transformation, we give a concrete RABE scheme achieving

decryption key exposure resistance and ciphertext delegation simultaneously.
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decryption key exposure

1. Introduction

User revocation is a critical issue that must be addressed properly in any

security systems, e.g., due to expiration or change of the user membership and

user credentials being stolen/compromised/misused. Without a secure revoca-

tion mechanism, public key cryptosystems are hardly useful in practice. Provid-5

ing efficient user revocation has been the subject of attention in cryptographic

research under different key management and distribution settings such the tra-

ditional Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], the identity-based setting

[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11], as well as the attribute-based setting [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The

existing revocation mechanisms can be categorized into direct revocation, indi-10

rect revocation and server-aid revocation. The details are given below.

Direct Revocation. In the conventional public key management systems,

revocation can be done via certificate revocation list (CRL), certificate revo-

cation system (CRS) and certificate revocation tree (CRT). These are referred

to as direct revocation. Unfortunately, such an approach breaks the implied15

anonymity when being applied to the identity-based or the attribute-based set-

tings.

Indirect Revocation. In IBE and ABE settings, indirect revocation is

commonly used. It enforces revocation by letting the KGC publish the key up-

date periodically in such a way that only non-revoked users can update their20

keys, and revoked users’ keys are implicitly rendered useless. Specifically, indi-

rect revocation also consists of two different types.

Type-I. The first type of indirect revocation was proposed by Boneh and

Franklin [6]. The KGC keeps a revocation list, and revocation is performed by

transmitting new private keys to all non-revoked users at each revocation epoch.25

Such a method puts a very heavy burden on the KGC since it needs to compute

new private keys frequently for all non-revoked users and keeps secure channels

with all non-revoked users for transmitting new private keys each time.
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Type-II. To reduce the overhead of the KGC, Boldyreva et al. [7] proposed

the second type of indirect revocation as in Figure 1, which significantly im-30

proves the efficiency of previous solutions. The decryption key of each user is

split into a secret key and an update key based on fuzzy IBE scheme [17]. With

this method, the KGC just publishes the key update over a public channel, and

the overhead of the KGC reduces from linear to logarithmic in the number of

users due to the tree-based data structure [4]. This revocation approach is one35

of formal treatments for revocable schemes since the receivers’ privacy is pre-

served but others are not, and the user privacy is one of major concerns in many

real applications. Hence, in this paper, we focus on this revocation method.

Figure 1: Type-II Indirect Revocation

Server-Aided Revocation. Indirect revocation fails to provide immediate

revocation since the revocation only happens at the beginning of each revocation40

epoch. To address this problem, the server-aid revocation as in Figure 2 was

proposed in IBE setting [11], and then extended to ABE setting [15]. The cloud

service provider (CSP) needs to decrypt every requested ciphertext partially

and then transfers them to the related non-revoked data user. Unfortunately,

this method is cannot maintain the implied anonymity in IBE and ABE set-45

tings since the CSP must know the identity of the receiver before conducting
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the partial decryption. The only way to achieve the user privacy is the CSP

partially decrypt the ciphertext for each non-revoked users, which significantly

increases the cost in partially decryption phase. This revocation method is one

of reasonable treatments for revocable schemes when the receivers’ privacy is50

not essential in the system.

Figure 2: Server-Aided Revocation

When applying the aforementioned revocation mechanisms, some additional

security issues/concerns would occur and below we revisit two important secu-

rity issues related to user revocation.

Decryption Key Exposure Resistance. In each revocation epoch, the55

data user derives a short-term decryption key by combing the long-term secret

key and the key update published by the KGC periodically. In the real applica-

tions, the decryption key is frequently used to decrypt data and may be leaked

due to various attacks, e.g., key leakage attack [18] and side-channel attack [19].

Meanwhile, the increasing use of mobile devices with Internet connections also60

makes the frequently used decryption keys vulnerable to other threats such as

malwares. If the user’s long-term key can be calculated from the compromised

decryption key and the key update, which is delivered through a public channel

as illustrated in Figure 1, then the attacker is able to derive all the subsequent
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decryption keys. To overcome this issue, the concept of decryption key exposure65

resistance [10] was proposed in the identity-based setting to prevent the secret

key exposure when the decryption key is leaked. However, such a problem has

not been well addressed in the ABE setting. If the short-term decryption key is

leaked, the user secret key can be recovered in many RABE systems [7, 8, 13, 14].

Ciphertext Delegation. The concept of ciphertext delegation [14] was70

introduced to prevent revoked users from accessing the data encrypted before

the user is revoked. It allows the ciphertext to be updated by the CSP with-

out accessing any secret information. Following the indirect revocation, the

decryption key of each user is divided into an attribute-based secret key and a

time-based key update, and the latter is updated in each revocation epoch for75

non-revoked users. Similarly, the time-related information in ciphertext is also

updated by the CSP. Hence, revoked users cannot access messages encrypted

before revocation.

In this paper, we introduce a new notion called re-randomizable piecewise

key generation to resist decryption key exposure attack and a new crypto-80

graphic primitive named re-randomizable attribute-based encryption (RRABE)

to achieve decryption key exposure resistance and ciphertext delegation simul-

taneously. We also provide a generic construction for RABE from RRABE. The

comparison of our RABE scheme with some other RABE schemes [7, 13, 14, 15]

is given in Table 1, where “ ´ ” denotes not-applicable. In server-aid revoca-85

ble schemes, the CSP will first partially decrypt the ciphertext based on the

receiver’s information, thus ciphertext delegation is not considered in this re-

vocation method. Note that the key exposure resistance considered in [15] is

different from that in this work. In [15], the key exposure is against the partial

decryption key (or transformation key) possessed by the CSP while in this paper90

we consider the exposure of the decryption key possessed by the user. We should

also note that key exposure against the transformation key is unnecessary when

the key updated is sent through via a public channel since the transformation

key can be derived by anyone. On the other hand, since the user decryption

key is static, it obviously cannot resist the decryption key exposure attack we95
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consider here.

1.1. Related Work

Sahai and Waters [17] introduced ABE that allows users to selectively share

their encrypted data at a fine-grained level. To enrich expressiveness of access

control policies, Goyal et al. [20] and Bethencourt et al. [21] then proposed100

key-policy and ciphertext-policy ABE schemes, respectively. In key-policy ABE

(KP-ABE) schemes, attribute sets are used to annotate ciphertexts, and private

keys are associated with access structures that specify which ciphertexts the user

will be entitled to decrypt. Ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE) proceeds in a dual

way, by assigning attribute sets to private keys and letting senders specify an105

access policy that receivers’ attribute sets should comply with. However, the

seminal works [17, 20, 21] of ABE schemes suffer problems of the size of the

key and the ciphertext are linear to the attribute set and security proofs are

under the selective model. Attrapadung et al. [22] proposed the first constant-

size ABE and Lewko et al. [23] provided first fully secure ABE with dual110

encryption system [24], respectively. Unfortunately, the above schemes must

define the attribute universe at setup phase or sacrifice the security by deploying

the random oracle to scale up the attribute universe, Rouselakis and Waters

[25] proposed large universe ABE schemes to overcome this problem. After

that, many ABE schemes [26, 27, 28, 29, 30] have been proposed to improve the115

efficiency, security and functionality.

RIBE and RABE are the extensions of IBE and ABE settings by proving

an efficient revocation mechanism. The issue of revocation of IBE setting was

pointed by Boneh and Franklin [6] and they suggested that private keys can be

renewed by appending current date at the end of identities as id}t (refers to120

type-I indirect revocation), where id is the user’s identity and t is current date.

However, such an approach is inefficient and unscalable since heavy workloads

of the KGC to generate all non-revoked users’ private keys and to keep secure

channels each time. Then, many revocable schemes were proposed to solve this

problem, but there is no efficient solution until Boldyreva et al. [7] proposed125
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Table 1: Comparison between our RABE scheme and existing RABE schemes

BGK [7] AI [13] SSW [14] CDLQ [15] Our RABE

Revocation

Mode
Indirect

Direct &

Indirect
Indirect Server-Aided Indirect

Key Exposure

Resistance

Ś Ś Ś Ś ‘

Ciphertext

Delegation

Ś Ś ‘ ´ ‘

Generic

Construction

Ś Ś ‘ Ś ‘

User Privacy
‘ Ś ‘ Ś ‘

Size of Public

Parameter
OpΩq OpΩq Op1q Op1q Op1q

Size of Key

Update
OplogNq OplogNq OplogN log T q OplogNq OplogN log T q

Size of

Ciphertext
OpΩq OpΩq Oplog T ¨ Ω`

log T log T q
OpΩq Oplog T ¨ Ω`

log T log T q
Computation

Cost in

Key Update

OplogNq OplogNq OplogN log T q OplogNq OplogN log T q

Computation

Cost in

Encryption

OpΩq OpΩq OpΩ` log T q OpΩq OpΩ` log T q

Computation

Cost in

Decryption

OpΩq OpΩq OpΩ` log T q OpΩq OpΩ` log T q
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the first practical RIBE scheme (refers to type-II indirect revocation). After

that, subsequent works [8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 31, 16, 32, 33, 34] in both IBE and

ABE settings were proposed to improve the functionality, efficiency and secu-

rity of revocation mechanisms. Unfortunately, the type-II indirect revocation

cannot provide the immediate revocation since the revocation only happens at130

the beginning of each revocation epoch. To address this problem, the server-

aid revocation was proposed in IBE [11] and ABE [15] settings, respectively.

However, this revocation method cannot preserve the receivers’ privacy since

the CSP needs to know the receivers’ identities before conducting the partial

decryption.135

Some revocable schemes [10, 31, 15] considered the security threat called

key exposure attack. The non-revoked users required to non-trivially combining

their secret keys and related key updates to generate decryption keys, where

secret keys are given to users when they join the system and key updates will be

published periodically. However, the decryption key is vulnerable due to various140

security threats in the real application, and the problem of how to keep the

secret key secure when the decryption key comprised has been one of important

requirements when designing the revocable schemes. Seo and Emura [10] and

Watanabe et al. [31] proposed the solution for IBE setting. Unfortunately, there

is no formal solution in ABE setting. Some other works relates to revocation145

and revocable storages, for example revocable predicate encryption [35] and

self-update encryption [36, 37], also do not consider the decryption exposure

attack.

1.2. Our Contributions

Sahai et al. [14] introduced a novel concept called piecewise key generation150

and used it to construct RABE schemes. However, this approach by default

cannot resist decryption key exposure attack [10]. To address this problem, we

introduce a new notion named re-randomizable piecewise key generation.

We then introduce a primitive called re-randomizable attribute-based en-

cryption (RRABE) to remove the relationship among the short-term decryp-155

8
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tion key, the long-term secret key and the public key-updating material via

re-randomization and support ciphertext delegation. We provide a concrete

construction for RRABE with re-randomizable piecewise key generation and

ciphertext delegation by utilizing the Rouselakis–Waters ABE [25] as the un-

derlying building block.160

We propose a strong security model for RABE schemes to capture the de-

cryption key exposure attack by refining the security model in [14], and provide

a generic construction of RABE based on RRABE. We prove that the resulting

RABE scheme is secure under our refined security model and present a con-

crete instantiation of the generic construction that achieves secure revocation,165

decryption key exposure resistance as well as ciphertext delegation.

1.3. Paper Organization

Some preliminaries are introduced in the Section 2. In Section 3, we provide

definitions for re-randomizable piecewise key generation, RRABE and RABE,

and their security models. We then present the generic transformation for170

RRABE to RABE and formal security proof in Section 4. We also demon-

strate instantiations of RRABE and RABE, and the formal security proof in

Section 5. Finally, we summarize our result in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries and Notations

Let N denote the set of all natural numbers, and for n P N, we define175

rns :“ t1, ..., nu. x Ð y denotes that x is output from y if y is a function or

an algorithm, or y is assigned to x otherwise. If x and y are strings, then |x|
denotes the bit-length of x, and x}y denotes the concatenation of x and y. For a

finite set S, |S| denotes its size and Si denote the ith value in the set S. If A is a

probabilistic algorithm, then y Ð Apx; rq denotes that A computes y as output180

by taking x as input and using r as randomness, and we just write y Ð Apxq if

we do not need to make the randomness used by A explicit. Throughout this

paper, we use λ to denote a security parameter. A function εpλq : NÑ r0, 1s is

9
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said to be negligible if for all positive polynomials ppλq and all sufficiently large

λ P N, we have εpλq ă 1{ppλq. LetM, I, T ,P and Ω denote a message space, an185

identity space, the time bound, policies and an attribute set, respectively. Ω0

and Ω1 are two attribute sets derived from Ω, s.t. Ω0YΩ1 “ Ω and Ω0XΩ1 “ H.

2.1. Bilinear Map

Let G and GT be two cyclic multiplicative groups of prime order p and g be

a generator of G. The map e : GˆGÑ GT is said to be an admissible bilinear190

pairing if the following properties hold true.

1. Bilinearity: for all u, v P G and a, b P Zp, epua, vbq “ epu, vqab.
2. Non-degeneration: epg, gq ‰ 1.

3. Computability: it is efficient to compute epu, vq for any u.v P G.

We say that pG,GT q are bilinear map groups if there exists a bilinear pairing195

e : GˆGÑ GT as above.

2.2. Assumption

Rouselakis and Waters [25] introduced a q-type assumption on prime order

bilinear groups, denoted q-1, which is similar to the decisional parallel bilin-

ear Diffie-Hellman exponent assumption. It is defined via the following game200

between a challenger and an attacker: Initially the challenger calls the group

generation algorithm with input the security parameter, picks a random group

element g P G, and q ` 2 random exponents a, s, b1, b2, ..., bq P Zq`2
p . Then the

challenger sends to the attacker the group description and all of the following

terms:205

g, gs

ga
i

, gbj , gsbj , ga
ibj , ga

i{b2j @pi, jq P rq, qs
ga

ib{b2
j1 @pi, j, j1q P r2q, q, qs with j ‰ j1

ga
i{bj @pi, jq P r2q, qs with i ‰ q ` 1

gsa
ibj{bj1 , gsa

ibj{b2j1 @pi, j, j1q P rq, q, qs with j ‰ j1

10
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The challenger also flips a random coin b Ð t0, 1u and if b “ 0, it gives the

attacker the term epg, gqsaq`1

. Otherwise, it gives a random term R P GT .

Finally, the attacker outputs a guess b1 P t0, 1u.

Definition 1. We say that the q-1 assumption holds if all polynomial proba-

bilistic time attackers have at most a negligible advantage in λ in the above

security game, where the advantage is defined as

Adv “
ˇ̌
ˇPrrb “ b1s ´ 1{2

ˇ̌
ˇ.

2.3. Linear Secret Sharing Scheme210

We recall the definition of linear secret sharing scheme (LSSS), as defined in

[14]. A LSSS policy is of the type pM, ρq where M is an n ˆ l matrix over the

base field F and ρ is a map from rns to Ω. A policy pM, ρq satisfies an attribute

set S Ď Ω if 1 “ p1, 0, ..., 0q P Fl is contained in SpanFpMi : ρpiq P Sq, where Mi

is the ith row of M.215

2.4. Attribute-Based Encryption

ABE schemes are generally divided into two types depending on if the access

policy is embedded in keys or ciphertexts. We revisit the definition of CP-ABE,

where ciphertexts have an access policies incorporated within while keys are

associated with set of attributes. In the rest of paper, unless otherwise specified,220

let ABE denote CP-ABE.

Definition 2 (ABE). An ABE scheme Π with the attribute set Ω that supports

policies P with the message space M involves three types of entities: a KGC,

senders and receivers, and consists of five algorithms given below.

Π.Initpλq Ñ pp: The probabilistic initialization algorithm is run by the KGC. It225

takes a security parameter λ P N as input, and outputs the public parameter pp.

Π.Setuppppq Ñ ppk,mskq: The probabilistic setup algorithm is run by the KGC.

It takes the public parameter pp as input, and outputs the public key pk and the

master secret key msk.

11
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Π.KeyGenpmsk, Sq Ñ skS: The probabilistic key generation algorithm is run by230

the KGC. It takes the master secret key msk and an attribute set S Ď Ω as

input, and outputs the secret key skS.

Π.Encppk,m,Aq Ñ ctA: The probabilistic encryption algorithm is run by senders.

It takes the public key pk, a message m PM and an access structure A P P as

input, and outputs the ciphertext ctA.235

Π.DecpskS , ctAq Ñ m{K: The deterministic decryption algorithm is run by re-

ceivers. It takes the secret key skS and the ciphertext ctA as input, and outputs

a message m PM or a failure symbol K.

The consistency condition requires that for all λ P N, all pp output by the

initialization algorithm, all pk and msk output by setup algorithm, and all

m PM, we then have

Π.DecpskS , ctAq “ m

with probability 1.

Next, we describe the security of indistinguishable under chosen plaintext240

attack (IND-CPA security) for ABE setting. Throughout this paper, we provide

adaptive models in detail, and they are allowed to modify to be selective models

by the adversary commits the challenge information in advance.

Definition 3 (IND-CPA in ABE). An ABE scheme Π with the attribute set

Ω that supports policies P with the message space M consists of five algorithms245

Π “ pInit,Setup,KeyGen,Enc,Decq. For an adversary A, we define the following

12
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experiment:

ExpIND-CPA
Π,A pλq

ppÐ Π.Initpλq;
ppk,mskq Ð Π.Setuppppq;
pm0,m1,A˚q Ð AOΠ.KeyGenp¨qppp, pkq;
bÐ t0, 1u;
ctA˚ Ð Π.Encppk,A˚,mbq;
b1 Ð AOΠ.KeyGenp¨qpctA˚q;
If b “ b1 return 1 else return 0.

OΠ.KeyGenp¨q is key generation oracle that allows A to query an attribute set

S Ď Ω except A˚pSq “ 1, and it runs Π.KeyGenpmsk, Sq to return the secret key

skS.250

An ABE scheme is said to be IND-CPA secure if for any probabilistic poly-

nomial time adversary A, the following advantage is negligible:

AdvIND-CPA
Π,A pλq “

ˇ̌
ˇPrrExpIND-CPA

Π,A pλq “ 1s ´ 1{2
ˇ̌
ˇ.

2.5. Rouselakis-Waters Attribute-Based Encryption

We recall the large universe ABE scheme proposed by Rouselakis and Waters

[25] since it satisfies prerequisites to transfer the RRABE scheme (refers to Sec-

tion 3.1 and 2.6), and it has been proved selectively secure if the q-1 assumption

holds. The details are given below.255

Π.Initpλq Ñ pp: The initialization algorithm takes a security parameter λ P N

as input. It chooses a bilinear group of order p according to the bilinear group

parameter generator pG, p, gq Ð Gpλq, and outputs the public parameters pp “
pG, p, gq.
Π.Setuppppq Ñ ppk,mskq: The setup algorithm takes the public parameter pp

as input. It picks random terms g, u, h, w, v P G and α P Zp, and outputs the

13
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public key pk and the master secret key msk:

pp “ pu, h, w, v, epg, gqαq, msk “ α.

Π.KeyGenpmsk, Sq Ñ skS : The key generation algorithm takes the master secret

key msk and an attribute set S “ tA1, A2, ..., Aku Ď Ω as input. It picks k ` 1

random exponents r, r1, r2, ..., rk P Zp, and outputs the secret key sk:

skS “ pgαwr, gr, tgri , puAihqriv´ruiPrksq.

Π.Encppk,m,Aq Ñ ctA: The encryption algorithm takes the public key pk, a

message m PM and an access structure A P P encoded in an LSSS policy with

M P Znˆlp and ρ : rns Ñ Zp as input. It picks the vector ~y “ ps, y2, ..., ylqJ P Zlˆ1
p

and computes the vector ~u “ pu1, u2, ..., unqJ “ M~y. After that, it chooses n

random exponents µ1, µ2, ..., µn P Zp and for i P rns, it calculates

C “ m ¨ epg, gqαs, C0 “ gs, C1,i “ wuivµi , C2,i “ puρpiqhq´µi , C3,i “ gµi .

Finally, it outputs the ciphertext ctA:

ctA “ pC,C0, tC1,i, C2,i, C3,iuiPrnsq.

Π.DecpskS , ctAq Ñ m{K: The decryption algorithm takes the secret key skS and

the ciphertext ctA as input. Parse the secret key skS and the ciphertext ctA:

skS “ pK0,K1, tK2,i,K3,iuiPrksq, ctA “ pC,C0, tC1,i, C2,i, C3,iuiPrnsq.

If ApSq “ 0, it returns a failure symbol K, otherwise, it calculates the set of

rows in M that provides a share to attributes in S, i.e. S “ ti : ρpiq P Su. Then,

it computes the constants twi P ZpuiPS s.t.
ř
iPS wiMi “ p1, 0, ..., 0q. Thus, we

have
ř
iPS wiui “ s and the message hiding component P can be revoked:

P “ epC0,K0qś
iPSpepC1,i,K1qepC2,i,K2,iqepC3,i,K3,iqqwi .

Finally, it outputs a message m “ C{P .260

14
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2.6. Ciphertext Delegation

We recall the definition of ciphertext delegation in ABE setting, as defined in

[14], where the ABE scheme based on LSSS that allows for elementary ciphertext

manipulations and ciphertext re-randomization.

Definition 4 (Ciphertext Delegation). An ABE scheme Π with an attribute

set Ω that supports policies P with a message space M is said to have cipher-

text delegation if it has an ciphertext delegation algorithm Π.CTDelegate with

the following guarantee: For all λ P N, all pp output by initialization algorithm,

all pk and msk output by setup algorithm, and all m PM, we have

Π.CTDelegatepΠ.Encppk,m,Aq,A1q ” Π.Encppk,m,A1q

if the access policy A1 P P can be derived from the access policy A P P, where ”265

denotes equality in distribution.

2.7. Tree-Based Revocation Approach

Tree-based data structure is widely used to reduce the cost of generating

and transmitting key updates from linear to logarithmic. To revoke a user, the

subset-cover algorithm KUNodepst, rl, tq [4] can be used, where st is the state270

representing the tree based data structure, rl is the revocation list recording

identities of revoked users and t is the time representing the current revocation

epoch. When a user wants to join the system, who will be assigned an random

identifier id P I and an undefined leaf node in st will be labelled this identifier id.

The revocation method only requires the user id to store the keys in Pathpidq,275

where Pathpidq denotes nodes from the root node to the leaf node id. More

details refer to [4].

3. Formal Definitions and Security Models

3.1. Re-Randomizable Piecewise Key Generation

Piecewise key generation [14] was proposed to support a generic transfor-280

mation from ABE schemes to RABE schemes. However, this transformation
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only works in the basic model without considering key exposure attack [10]. To

address this problem, we introduce a new notion called re-randomizable piece-

wise key generation. This transformation requires the underlying ABE to have

the following features: (1) the master secret key is embedded in one of se-285

cret key components and (2) the secret key has re-randomizable property. The

former enables the data user to derive the decryption key by combining the

secret key and the key update and the latter allows the decryption key to be

re-randomizable to prevent key exposure attack. Some ABE schemes used to

construct the RABE schemes in [7, 13, 14] cannot meet the above requirements.290

The major reason is those ABE schemes split their master secret key based on

the LSSS and the decryption key only trivially combines the secret key and the

key update together without re-randomization.

Definition 5 (Re-Randomizable Piecewise Key Generation). An ABE

scheme Π with the attribute set Ω that support policies P with a message space295

M and an identifier space I is said to have re-randomizable piecewise key gen-

eration if the attribute set Ω can be split into two attribute sets Ω0 and Ω1

s.t. Ω0 Y Ω1 “ Ω and Ω0 X Ω1 “ H, key generation algorithm and decryp-

tion algorithm are modified, and has an algorithm Π.DKGen with the following

guarantees:300

Π.KeyGenpmsk, Sb, b, Ubq Ñ sk
pbq
Sb,Ub

: The probabilistic key generation algorithm

takes the master secret key msk, an attribute set Sb Ď Ωb, a bit b P t0, 1u and

an identifier Ub P I as input, and outputs the secret key sk
pbq
Sb,Ub

.

Π.DKGenpskp0qS0,U0
, sk

p1q
S1,U1

q Ñ dkS0,S1
{K: The probabilistic decryption key gen-

eration algorithm takes two secret keys sk
p0q
S0,U0

and sk
p1q
S1,U1

as input, and outputs305

the decryption key dkS0,S1 or a failure symbol K. Note that decryption key gen-

eration is required to be probabilistic for re-randomizing the decryption key.

Π.DecpdkS0,S1
, ctAq Ñ m{K: The deterministic decryption algorithm takes the

decryption key dkS0,S1 and the ciphertext ctA as input, and outputs a message

m PM or a failure symbol K.310
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The consistency condition requires that for all λ P N, all pp output by initial-

ization algorithm, all pk and msk output by setup algorithm, and all m PM,

we have

Π.DecpdkS0,S1
, ctAq “ m

with probability 1.

3.2. Re-Randomizable Attribute-Based Encryption

We give the definition of the syntax and the security model for RRABE. Our

RRABE combines building blocks of re-randomizable piecewise key generation

and ciphertext delegation, and it will be treated as the basic building block to315

construct RABE schemes.

Definition 6 (RRABE). An RRABE scheme Φ with attribute sets Ω0 and

Ω1 that support policies P with the message space M and an identity space

I involves four types of entities: a KGC, senders, receivers and a CSP, and

consists of seven algorithms given below.320

Φ.Initpλq Ñ pp: The probabilistic initialization algorithm is run by the KGC. It

takes a security parameter λ P N as input, and outputs the public parameter pp.

Φ.Setuppppq Ñ ppk,mskq: The probabilistic setup algorithm is run by the KGC.

It takes the public parameter pp as input, and outputs the public key pk and the

master secret key msk.325

Φ.KeyGenpmsk, Sb, b, Ubq Ñ sk
pbq
Sb,Ub

: The probabilistic key generation algorithm

is run by the KGC. It takes the master secret key msk, an attribute set Sb Ď Ωb,

a bit b P t0, 1u and an identifier Ub P I as input, and outputs the secret key

sk
pbq
Sb,Ub

.

Φ.DKGenpskp0qS0,U0
, sk

p1q
S1,U1

q Ñ dkS0,S1
{K: The probabilistic decryption key gen-330

eration algorithm is run by receivers. It takes two secret keys sk
p0q
S0,U0

and sk
p1q
S1,U1

as input, and outputs the decryption key dkS0,S1 or a failure symbol K.

Φ.Encppk,m,Aq Ñ ctA: The probabilistic encryption algorithm is run by senders.

It takes the public key pk, a message m PM and an access structure A P P as

input, and outputs the ciphertext ctA.335
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Φ.CTDelegatepctA,A1q Ñ ctA1{K: The probabilistic ciphertext delegation algo-

rithm is run by the CSP. It takes the ciphertext ctA and an access structure

A1 P P1 as input, and outputs the ciphertext ctA1 or a failure symbol K.

Φ.DecpdkS0,S1 , ctAq Ñ m{K: The deterministic decryption algorithm is run by

receivers. It takes the decryption key dkS0,S1
and the ciphertext ctA as input,340

and outputs a message m P M if ApS0q “ ApS1q “ 1; otherwise, returns a

failure symbol K.

Remark. The access structure A includes two disjointed access structures A0

and A1. For simplicity, we omit the subscripts of A0 and A1. We use ApSbq “ 1

to represent the attribute set Sb satisfying the access structure Ab.345

The consistency condition requires that for all λ P N, all pp output by

initialization algorithm, all pk and msk output by setup algorithm, all m PM,

U P I, and ApS0q “ ApS1q “ 1, we have

Φ.DecpdkS0,S1
, ctAq “ m

with probability 1.

Next, we describe the security definition of IND-CPA security for the RRABE

scheme. In this model, it captures the security requirement of decryption key

exposure resistance by allowing the adversary to query the decryption oracle to

obtain the short-term decryption keys.350

Definition 7 (IND-CPA in RRABE). An RRABE Φ with attribute sets Ω0

and Ω1 that supports policies P with the message space M consists of seven

algorithms Φ “ pInit,Setup,KeyGen,DKGen, Enc,CTDelegate,Decq. For an ad-

1A1 is a more restrict access structure derived from the access structure A. Specifically, for

any attribute set S, if A1pSq “ 1, then ApSq “ 1.
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versary A, we define the following experiment:

ExpIND-CPA
Φ,A pλq

ppÐ Φ.Initpλq;
ppk,mskq Ð Φ.Setuppppq;
pm0,m1,A˚q Ð AOppp, pkq;
bÐ t0, 1u;
ctA˚ Ð Φ.Encppk,A˚,mbq;
b1 Ð AOpctA˚q;
If b “ b1 return 1 else return 0.

O represents a set of oracles, tOΦ.KeyGenp¨, ¨, ¨q,OΦ.DKGenp¨, ¨, ¨qu, and the details355

are given in below:

• OΦ.KeyGenp¨, ¨, ¨q is key generation oracle that allows A to query an at-

tribute set S Ď Ωb, a bit b P t0, 1u and an identifier U P I, and it runs

Φ.KeyGenpmsk, S, b, Uq to return the secret key sk
pbq
Sb,U

.

• OΦ.DKGenp¨, ¨, ¨q is decryption key generation oracle that allows A to query360

two attribute sets S0 P Ω0 and S1 P Ω1, and an identifier U P I, and it runs

Φ.DKGenpskp0qS0,U
, sk

p1q
S1,U

q to return the decryption key dkS0,S1 if secret keys

sk
p0q
S0,U

and sk
p1q
S1,U

are available. Otherwise, it first runs Φ.KeyGenpmsk,
S, b, Uq to obtain the secret key sk

pbq
Sb,U

.

A is allowed to issues the above oracles with the following restrictions:365

1. If OΦ.KeyGenp¨, ¨, ¨q was queried on a bit b P t0, 1u and an identifier U P I
with an attribute set Sb Ď Ωb s.t. A˚pSbq “ 1, then OΦ.KeyGenp¨, ¨, ¨q cannot

be queried for the bit 1´ b for the identifier U with the attribute set S1´b Ď
Ω1´b s.t. A˚pS1´bq “ 1.

2. OΦ.DKGenp¨, ¨, ¨q cannot be queried on an identifier U P I with two attribute370

sets S0 Ď Ω0 and S1 Ď Ω1 s.t. A˚pS0q “ A˚pS1q “ 1.
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The RRABE scheme is said to be IND-CPA secure if for any probabilistic poly-

nomial time adversary A, the following advantage is negligible:

AdvIND-CPA
Φ,A pλq “

ˇ̌
ˇPrrExpIND-CPA

Φ,A pλq “ 1s ´ 1{2
ˇ̌
ˇ.

3.3. Revocable Attribute-Based Encryption

In this section, we give the formal definition of the syntax of RABE and

the related security model. Our definition refines the definitions in the identity-

based setting [31] and attribute-based setting [14].375

Definition 8 (RABE). An RABE scheme Ψ with attribute sets Ω0 and Ω1

that support policies P with a message space M, the time bound T and an

identity space I involves four types of entities: a KGC, senders, receivers and

a CSP, and consists of nine algorithms given below.

Ψ.Initpλq Ñ pp: The probabilistic initialization algorithm is run by the KGC. It380

takes a security parameter λ P N as input, and outputs the public parameter pp.

Ψ.Setupppp,Nq Ñ ppk,msk, rl, stq: The probabilistic setup algorithm is run by

the KGC. It takes the public parameter pp and the number of system users

N P N as input, and outputs the public key pk, the master secret key msk, the

revocation list rl and the state st.385

Ψ.KeyGenpmsk, st, S, idq Ñ pskS,id, stq: The probabilistic key generation algo-

rithm is run by the KGC. It takes the master secret key msk, the state st, an

attribute set S Ď Ω0 and an identity id P I as input, and outputs the secret key

skS,id and the state st.

Ψ.KeyUpdatepmsk, rl, st, Stq Ñ kuSt : The probabilistic key update algorithm is390

run by the KGC. It takes the master secret key msk, the revocation list rl, the

state st and a time-related attribute set St P Ω1 as input, and outputs the key

update kuSt .

Ψ.DKGenpskS,id, kuStq Ñ dkS,St,id{K: The probabilistic decryption key gener-

ation algorithm is run by receivers. It takes the secret key skS,id and the key395

update kuSt as input, and outputs the decryption key dkS,St,id or a failure symbol

K.
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Ψ.Encppk,m,Aq Ñ ctA: The probabilistic encryption algorithm is run by senders.

It takes the public key pk, a message m P M and an access structure A P P,

which contains both an attribute related policy and a time related policy, as input,400

and outputs the ciphertext ctA.

Ψ.CTUpdatepctA,A1q Ñ ctA1{K: The probabilistic ciphertext update algorithm is

run by the KGC. It takes the ciphertext ctA and an access structure A1 P P2 as

input, and outputs the ciphertext ctA1 or a failure symbol K.

Φ.DecpdkS,St,id, ctAq Ñ m{K: The deterministic decryption algorithm is run by405

receivers. It takes the decryption key dkS,St,id and the ciphertext ctA as input,

and outputs a message m PM or a failure symbol K.

Φ.Revprl, id, tq Ñ rl: The deterministic revocation algorithm is run by the KGC.

It takes the revocation list rl, an identity id P I to be revoked and the time t P T
as input, and outputs the revocation list rl.410

The consistency condition requires that for all λ P N and a polynomial N , all pp

output by initialization algorithm, all pk and msk output by setup algorithm,

all m PM, id P I, t P T , all possible valid states st and revocation lists rl, and

ApSq “ ApStq “ 1, we have

Φ.DecpdkS,St,id, ctAq “ m

with probability 1.

Next, we describe the security definition of IND-CPA for the RABE scheme.

The difference between the following model and the traditional RABE model is

that our model provides an additional oracle called decryption key generation

oracle, which allows the adversary to query the short-term decryption key. We415

should note that the previous model for RRABE also has the decryption key

generation oracle but it does not consider revocation. In the following model,

we will consider the adversary to be either revoked user or non-revoked user

2Similar as before, A1 is a more restrict access structure derived from the access structure

A.
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depending on the challenge access structure and the queries to the revocation

oracle. Specifically, the adversary is a revoked user if the long-term secret key420

satisfying the challenge access structure is revoked before or at the challenge

time; otherwise, the adversary is a non-revoked user. The details are described

below.

Definition 9 (IND-CPA in RABE). An RABE scheme Ψ with the attribute

sets Ω0 and Ω1 that support policies P with a message space M, the time bound425

T and an identity space I consists of nine algorithms Ψ “ pInit,Setup,KeyGen,
KeyUpdate,DKGen,Enc,CTUpdate,Dec,Revq. For any adversary A, we define

the following experiment:

ExpIND-CPA
Ψ,A pλ,Nq

ppÐ Ψ.Initpλq;
ppk,msk, rl, stq Ð Ψ.Setupppp,Nq;
pm0,m1,A˚q Ð AOppp, pkq;
bÐ t0, 1u;
ctA˚ Ð Ψ.Encppk,mb,A˚q;
b1 Ð AOpctA˚q;
If b “ b1 return 1 else return 0.

O is a set of oracle, tOΨ.KeyGenp¨, ¨q,OΨ.KeyUpdatep¨q,OΨ.Revp¨, ¨q, OΨ.DKGenp¨, ¨qu,
and the details are given in below:430

• OΨ.KeyGenp¨, ¨q is key generation oracle that allows A to query an attribute

set S Ď Ω0 and an identity id P I, and it runs Ψ.KeyGenpmsk, st, S, idq
to return the secret key skS,id.

• OΨ.KeyUpdatep¨q is key update oracle that allows A to query the time t P T ,

and it runs Ψ.KeyUpdatepmsk, rl, st, Stq to return the key update kuSt .435

• OΨ.Revp¨, ¨q is revocation oracle that allows A to query an identity id P I
and the time t P T , and it runs Ψ.Revprl, id, tq to update the revocation

list rl.
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• OΨ.DKGenp¨, ¨, ¨q is decryption key generation oracle that allows A to query

an attribute set S P Ω0, the time t P T and an identity id P I, and it440

runs Ψ.DKGenpskS,id, kuStq to return the decryption key dkS,St,id if the

secret key skS,id and the key update kuSt are available. Otherwise, it first

runs Ψ.KeyGenpmsk, st, S, idq and Ψ.KeyUpdatepmsk, rl, st, Stq to obtain

the secret key skS,id and the key update kuSt .

A is allowed to issue the above oracles with the following restriction:445

1. OΨ.KeyUpdatep¨q and OΨ.Revp¨, ¨q can be queried at the time t which is greater

than or equal to that of all previous queries.

2. OΨ.Revp¨, ¨q cannot be queried at the time t if OΨ.KeyUpdatep¨q was queried at

the time t.

3. If OΨ.KeyGenp¨, ¨q was queried on an identity id P I with the attribute set450

S Ď Ω0 s.t. A˚pSq “ 1, then OΨ.Revp¨, ¨q must be queried on this identity id

at the time t ď t˚.

4. OΨ.DKGenp¨, ¨, ¨q cannot be queried on any identity id P I with the attribute

set S s.t. A˚pSq “ 1 at the challenge time t˚.

An RABE is said to be IND-CPA secure if for any probabilistic polynomial time

adversary A, the following advantage is negligible:

AdvIND-CPA
Ψ,A pλ,Nq “

ˇ̌
ˇPrrExpIND-CPA

Ψ,A pλ,Nq “ 1s ´ 1{2
ˇ̌
ˇ.

4. Generic Construction of Revocable Attribute-Based Encryption455

We provide a framework of the RABE scheme based on RRABE (Section

3.2). Let Φ “ pInit,Setup,KeyGen, DKGen,Enc,CTDelegate, Decq denote an

RRABE scheme with the attribute set Ω0 and Ω1 supporting policies P with a

message spaceM, the time bound T and an identity space I. The generic con-

struction of the RABE scheme Ψ “ pInit,Setup,KeyGen,KeyUpdate,DKGen,Enc,460

CTUpdate,Dec,Revq is derived as follows:

Ψ.Initpλq Ñ pp: The initialization algorithm takes a security parameter λ P N

as input, and it runs Φ.Initpλq to return the public parameter pp.
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Ψ.Setupppp,Nq Ñ ppk,msk, rl, stq: The setup algorithm takes the public pa-

rameter pp and the number of system users N P N as input. It runs Φ.Setuppppq465

to obtain the public key pk and the master secret key msk, and initializes an

empty revocation list rlÐH and the state stÐ BT, where BT is a binary tree

with at least N leaves. Finally, it returns the public key pk, the master secret

key msk, the revocation list rl and the state st.

Ψ.KeyGenpmsk, st, S, idq Ñ pskS,id, stq: The key generation algorithm takes the470

master secret key msk, the state st, an attribute set S Ď Ω0 and an identity

id P I as input. For all θ P Pathpidq, it fetches the state stεθ if it is avail-

able, otherwise, it picks a random state stεθ in the key domain. It then runs

Φ.KeyGenpmsk, S, 0, θq to obtain the secret key skS,id,θ. Finally, it returns a set

of the secret key skS,id “ tskS,id,θuθPPathpidq.475

Ψ.KeyUpdatepmsk, rl, st, Stq Ñ kuSt : The key update algorithm takes the mas-

ter secret keymsk, the revocation list rl, the state st and a time-related attribute

set St Ď Ω1 as input. For all θ P KUNodespst, rl, tq, it runs Φ.KeyGenpmsk, St, 1, θq
to obtain the key update kut,θ. Finally, it returns a set of the key update

kuSt “ tkuSt,θuθPKUNodespst,rl,tq.480

Ψ.DKGenpskS,id, kuStq Ñ dkS,St,id{K: The decryption key generation algorithm

takes the secret key skS,id and the key update kuS,t as input. It returns a

failure symbol K if H “ Pathpidq X KUNodespst, rl, tq, otherwise, we have the

node θ “ Pathpidq XKUNodespst, rl, tq, and it runs Φ.DKGenpskS,id,θ, kuSt,θq to

return the decryption key dkS,St,id.485

Ψ.Encppk,m,Aq Ñ ctA: The encryption algorithm takes the public key pk,

a message m P M and an access structure A P P as input, and it runs

Φ.Encppk,m,Aq to return the ciphertext ctA.

Ψ.CTUpdatepctA,A1q Ñ ctA1{K: The ciphertext update algorithm takes the ci-

phertext ctA and an access structure A1 P P as input. It runs Φ.CTDelegatepctA,A1q490

to return the ciphertext ctA1 or a failure symbol K.

Ψ.DecpdkS,St,id, ctAq Ñ m{K: The decryption algorithm takes the decryption

key dkS,St,id and the ciphertext ctA as input, and it runs Φ.DecpdkS,St,id, ctAq
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to return a message m PM or a failure symbol K.

Ψ.Revprl, id, tq Ñ rl: The revocation algorithm takes an identity id P I to495

be revoked and the time t P T as input. It updates the revocation list rl as

rlÐ rl Y pid, tq.
We prove the security of our RABE scheme described above under the se-

curity model in Section 3.3, assuming that the underlying RRABE scheme is

secure. The following security proof is in the adaptive model assuming the un-500

derlying RRABE is adaptively secure. If the basic scheme is selectively secure,

the following security proof needs to be modified by committing the challenge

access structure A˚ in advance.

Theorem 1. If the underlying RRABE scheme is secure, the proposed RABE

scheme is secure.505

Proof:. Assume there exist an adversary A that can break the RABE scheme,

we can build the algorithm B to break the security of the underlying RRABE

scheme C.

Setup. B received the public parameter pp and the public key pk from C, and

then initializes an empty revocation list rl Ð H and the state st “ BT, where510

BT is a binary tree with at least N leaves. Finally, B sends the public parameter

pp and the public key pk to A.

Queries. A is allowed to make the following queries to B adaptively.

• OΨ.KeyGenpS, idq: A queries key generation oracle for an attribute set S Ď
Ω0 and an identity id P I to B. B randomly picks an unassigned leaf515

mode and sets this node as id. B then sends queries OΦ.KeyGenpS, 0, Uq for

U P Pathpidq to C, then C returns a set of secret keys tskid,S,UuUPPathpidq.
Finally, B returns the secret key skid,S “ tskid,S,UuUPPathpidq.

• OΨ.KeyUpdateptq: A queries key update oracle for the time t P T to B. B
then sends queries of OΦ.KeyGenpSt, 1, Uq for U P KUNodespst, rl, tq to C. C520

returns a set of key updates tkuSt,UuUPKUNodespst,rl,tq. Finally, B returns

the key update kuSt “ tkuSt,UuUPKUNodespst,rl,tq.
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• OΨ.Revpid, tq: A queries revocation oracle for an identity id P I and the

time t P T to B. B runs Φ.Revprl, id, tq to update the revocation list rl.

• OΨ.DKGenpS, t, idq: A queries decryption key generation oracle for an at-525

tribute S Ď Ω0, the time t P T and an identity id P I to B. B then

sends the query of OΦ.DKGenpS, St, Uq for U P PathpidqXKUNodespst, rl, tq
to C, then C returns the decryption key dkS,St,U . Finally, B returns the

decryption key dkS,St,U to A as the decryption key dkS,St,id.

Output. A outputs two messages m0 and m1 s.t. |m0| “ |m1|, and a challenge530

access structure A˚ (the challenge access structure A˚ is committed in advance

in the selective model). B sends the challenge information pm0,m1,A˚q to C.
C returns the challenge ciphertext ctA˚ to B. B then returns this challenge

ciphertext ctA˚ to A. A outputs a bit b1 and B returns b1 to C.
There is no abort in above simulation. Therefore, if A breaks the RABE535

scheme with advantage ε, then we can build an algorithm B to break the security

of the RRABE with advantage ε. ˝

5. Instantiations of Proposed Schemes

In this section, we provide an instantiation of the RRABE scheme and give

the formal security proof, and then present an instantiation of RABE and related540

efficiency analysis compared to other RABE schemes from standard parings in

the prime-order groups.

5.1. An Instantiation of Re-Randomizable Attribute-Based Encryption

The RRABE scheme is the basic building block to construct the instantia-

tions of RABE, and the instantiation of RRABE are given below.545

Φ.Initpλq Ñ pp: The initialization algorithm takes a security parameter λ P N

as input. It chooses a bilinear group of order p according to the bilinear group

parameter generator pG, p, gq Ð Gpλq, and outputs the public parameters pp “
pG, p, gq.
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Φ.Setuppppq Ñ ppk,mskq: The setup algorithm takes the public parameter pp

as input. It picks random terms u, h, w, v P G and α P Zp, then outputs the

public key pk and the master secret key msk:

pk “ ppp, u, h, w, v, epg, gqαq, msk “ ppk, αq.

Φ.KeyGenpmsk, Sb, b, Ubq Ñ sk
pbq
Sb,Ub

: The secret key generation algorithm takes

the master secret key msk, an attribute set Sb “ tA1, A2, ..., Aku Ď Ωb, a bit

b P t0, 1u and an identifier Ub P I as input, where we assume the attribute string

has been hashed from the domain t0, 1u˚ to the attribute universal Zp and the

S0 P Ω0 and S1 P Ω1 do not have overlap (e.g., Ω0YΩ1 “ Ω and Ω0XΩ1 “ H).

It fetches αU if it is available, otherwise, it randomly chooses and stores αU P Zp.
Then, it picks k ` 1 random exponents rb, rb,1, rb,2, ..., rb,k P Zk`1

p . If b “ 0, it

outputs the secret key sk
p0q
S0,U0

:

sk
p0q
S0,U0

“ pgαUwr0 , gr0 , tgr0,i , puAihqr0,iv´r0uiPrksq.

Otherwise, it outputs the secret key sk
p1q
S1,U1

:

sk
p1q
S1,U1

“ pgα´αUwr1 , gr1 , tgr1,i , puAihqr1,iv´r1uiPrksq.

Φ.DKGenpskp0qS0,U0
, sk

p1q
S1,U1

q Ñ dkS0,S1
{K: The decryption key generation algo-

rithm takes two secret keys sk
p0q
S0,U0

and sk
p1q
S1,U1

as input. Parse two secret keys

sk
p0q
S0,U0

and sk
p1q
S1,U1

:

sk
p0q
S0,U0

“ pKp0q0 ,K
p0q
1 , tKp0q2,i ,K

p0q
3,i uiPrIsq,

sk
p1q
S1,U1

“ pKp1q0 ,K
p1q
1 , tKp1q2,j ,K

p1q
3,j ujPrJsq,

where |S0| “ I and |S1| “ J . If U0 ‰ U1, it outputs a failure symbol K. Other-550

wise, it picks I`J`2 random exponents r10, r10,1, r10,2, ..., r10,I , r11, r11,1, r11,2, ..., r11,J P
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ZI`J`2
p and calculates:

D0 “ K
p0q
0 ¨Kp1q0 ¨ wr10wr11 “ gαwr0`r

1
0`r1`r11 ,

D1 “ K
p0q
1 ¨ gr10 “ gr0`r

1
0 ,

D2 “ K
p1q
1 ¨ gr11 “ gr1`r

1
1 ,

D3,i “ K
p0q
2,i ¨ gr

1
0,i “ gr0,i`r

1
0,i ,

D4,i “ K
p0q
3,i ¨ puAihqr

1
0,iv´r

1
0 “ puAihqr0,i`r10,iv´pr0`r10q,

D5,j “ K
p1q
2,j ¨ gr

1
1,j “ gr1,j`r

1
1,j ,

D6,j “ K
p1q
3,j ¨ puAjhqr

1
1,jv´r

1
1 “ puAjhqr1,j`r11,jv´pr1`r11q.

Finally, it outputs the decryption key dkS0,S1
:

dkS0,S1
“ pD0, D1, D2, tD3,i, D4,iuiPrIs, tD5,j , D6,jujPrJsq.

Φ.Encppk,m,Aq Ñ ctA: The encryption algorithm takes the public key pk, a

message m P M and an access structure A encoded in an LSSS policy with

M P Znˆlp and ρ : rns Ñ Zp. It picks the vector ~y “ ps, y2, ..., ylqJ P Zlˆ1
p

randomly and computes the vector ~u “ pu1, u2, ..., unqJ “ M~y. It then chooses

n random exponents µ1, µ2, ..., µn P Znp and for i P rns, it calculates:

C “ m ¨ epg, gqαs, C0 “ gs, C1,i “ wuivµi , C2,i “ puρpiqhq´µi , C3,i “ gµi .

Finally, it outputs the ciphertext ctA:

ctA “ pC,C0, tC1,i, C2,i, C3,iuiPrnsq.

Φ.CTDelegatepctA,A1q Ñ ctA1{K: The ciphertext delegation algorithm takes the

ciphertext ctA under the access structure A “ pM, ρq and an access structure

A1 “ pM1, ρ1q, where matrices are M P Znˆlp , M1 P Zn1ˆlp and mapping functions

are ρ : rns Ñ Zp, ρ1 : rn1s Ñ Zp. Parse the ciphertext ctA:

ctA “ pC,C0, tC1,i, C2,i, C3,iuiPrnsq.

It returns a failure symbol K if the access structure A1 cannot be derived from

the access structure A, i.e. we have two sets SI and SJ , s.t. SI “ ti1 | i1 “
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ρpiq, i P rnsu, SJ “ tj1 | j1 “ ρpjq, j P rn1su and SJ Ę SI , otherwise, it picks555

a random vector ~y1 “ ps1, y12, ..., y1n1qJ P Zlˆ1
p and computes the vector ~u1 “

pu11, u12, ..., u1n1qJ “M1~y1. Then, it chooses n1 random exponents µ11, µ12, ..., µ1n1 P
Zn1p . For all j P rn1s, we have ρ1pjq “ ρpiq for some i. After that, it calculates:

C 1 “ C ¨ epg, gqαs1 “ m ¨ epg, gqαps`s1q,
C 10 “ C0 ¨ gs1 “ gs`s

1
,

C 11,j “ C1,i ¨ wu1jvµ1j “ wui`u
1
jvµi`µ

1
j ,

C 12,j “ C2,i ¨ puρ1pjqhq´µ1j “ puρ1pjqhq´pµi`µ1jq,
C 13,j “ C3,i ¨ gµ1j “ gµi`µ

1
j .

Finally, it outputs the ciphertext ctA1 :

ctA1 “ pC 1, C 10, tC 11,j , C 12,j , C 13,jujPrn1sq.

Φ.DecpdkS0,S1 , ctAq Ñ m{K: The decryption algorithm takes the decryption key

dkS0,S1
and the ciphertext ctA as input. Let I denote the size of S0 and J denote560

the size of S1. Parse the decryption key dkS0,S1
and the ciphertext ctA:

dkS0,S1
“ pD0, D1, D2, tD3,i, D4,iuiPrIs, tD5,j , D6,jujPrJsq,

ctA “ pC,C0, tC1,i, C2,i, C3,iuiPrnsq.

It calculates the set of rows in M that provides a share to attributes in S0 and

S1, i.e. SI “ ti : ρpiq P S0u and SJ “ tj : ρpjq P S1u, where SI and SJ

are two sets storing the attribute variables in the attribute domain Zp for each

attributes in attribute sets S0 and S1, respectively. Then, it computes constants

twi P ZpuiPSI and twj P ZpujPSJ s.t.

ÿ

iPSI
wiMi “ p1, 0, ..., 0q,

ÿ

jPSJ
wjMj “ p1, 0, ..., 0q.

If ApS0q “ 0, it returns a failure symbol K, otherwise, we have
ř
iPSI wiui “ s
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and calculates partial message hiding component P1:

P1 “
ź

iPSI
pepC1,i, D1qepC2,i, D3,iqepC3,i, D4,iqqwi

“
ź

iPSI
pepwuivµi , gr0`r10qeppuρpiqhq´µi , gr0,i`r10,iq ¨

epgµi , puAihqr0,i`r10,iv´pr0`r10qqqwi

“
ź

iPSI
epg, wquiwipr0`r10qepg, vqµiwipr0`r10q ¨

epg, uρpiqhq´µwipr0,i`r10,iqepg, uρpiqhqµwipr0,i`r10,iq ¨
epg, vq´µiwipr0`r10q

“ epg, wq
ř
iPSI uiwipr0`r

1
0q

“ epg, wqspr0`r10q.

If ApS1q “ 0, it returns a failure symbol K, otherwise, we have
ř
jPSJ wjuj “ s

and calculate the other partial message hiding component P2:565

P2 “
ź

jPSJ
pepC1,j , D1qepC2,j , D5,jqepC3,j , D6,jqqwj

“
ź

jPSJ
pepwujvµj , gr1`r11qeppuρpjqhq´µj , gr1,j`r11,j q ¨

epgµj , puAjhqr1,j`r11,jv´pr1`r11qqqwj

“
ź

jPSJ
epg, wqujwjpr1`r11qepg, vqµjwjpr1`r11q ¨

epg, uρpjqhq´µwjpr1,j`r11,jqepg, uρpjqhqµwjpr1,j`r11,jq ¨
epg, vq´µjwjpr1`r11q

“ epg, wq
ř
jPSJ ujwjpr1`r

1
1q

“ epg, wqspr1`r11q.

If ApS0q “ ApS1q “ 1, we have two partial message hiding components P1 and

P2, then we calculate P3:

P3 “ P1 ¨ P2

“ epg, wqspr0`r10q ¨ epg, wqspr1`r11q

“ epg, wqspr0`r10`r1`r11q.
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We recover the message hiding component P4:

P4 “ epC0, D0q{P3

“ epgs, gαwr0`r10`r1`r11qepg, wq´spr0`r10`r1`r11q

“ epg, gqαsepg, wqspr0`r10`r1`r11qepg, wq´spr0`r10`r1`r11q

“ epg, gqαs.

Finally, the message m can be recovered:

C{P4 “ m ¨ epg, gqαs{epg, gqαs

“ m.

5.2. Formal Security Proof of Re-Randomizable Attribute-Based Encryption570

We prove the security of our RRABE scheme described above under the

selective security model in Section 3.2. Note that the underlying Rouselakis-

Waters ABE scheme has been proved selectively secure if the q-1 assumption

holds in standard model.

Theorem 2. If the Rouselakis-Waters scheme is secure, the proposed RRABE575

scheme is secure.

Proof:. Assume there exist an adversary A that can break the RRABE scheme,

we can build the algorithm B to break the security of Rouselakis-Waters scheme

C.

Setup. A sends the challenge access structure A˚ to B. B then forwards580

this challenge access structure A˚ to C. B received the public parameter pp “
pG, p, gq and public key pk “ pu, h, w, v, epg, gqαq from C. B then initializes an

empty state st Ð H for recording random keys. Finally, B returns the public

parameter pp and public key pk to A.

Queries. A is allowed to make the following queries to B adaptively.585

• OΦ.KeyGenp¨, ¨, ¨q: A queries key generation oracle for an attribute set S “
pA1, A2, ..., Akq P Ωb, a bit b P t0, 1u and an identifier U P I. It fetches the
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key αU from the state st if it is available, otherwise, it chooses αU P Zp
randomly and updates the state st as st Ð st Y pU,αU q. If b “ 0, B
returns the secret key sk

p0q
S,U :

sk
p0q
S,U “ pgαUwr, gr, tgri , puAihqriv´ruiPrksq.

If b “ 1, B queries key generation oracle OΠ.KeyGenp¨qpSq to obtain the

secret key skS :

skS “ pK0,K1, tK2,i,K3,iuiPrksq
“ pgαwr, gr, tgri , puAihqriv´ru

and it returns the secret key sk
p1q
S,U :

sk
p1q
S,U “ pK0 ¨ g´αU ,K1, tK2,i,K3,iuiPrksq.

• OΦ.DKGenp¨, ¨, ¨q: A queries decryption key generation oracle for two at-

tribute sets S0 P Ω0 and S1 P Ω1, and an identifier U P I. If both

OΦ.KeyGenpS0, 0, Uq and OΦ.KeyGenpS1, 1, Uq have been queried, B executes590

Φ.DKGenpskp0qS0,U
, S
p1q
S1,U

q to return the decryption key dkS0,S1
, otherwise,

it first follows key generation oracle OΦ.KeyGenp¨, ¨, ¨q to obtain secret keys

sk
p0q
S0,U

and sk
p1q
S1,U

.

Output. A outputs two message m0 and m1 s.t. |m0| “ |m1| to B. B sends the

challenge information pm0,m1q to C. C returns the challenger ciphertext ctA˚595

to B. B then forwards this challenge ciphertext ctA˚ to A. A outputs a bit b1

and B returns b1 to C.
If A breaks the RRABE scheme with advantage ε, then we can build an

algorithm B to break the security of Rouselakis-Waters ABE scheme. ˝

5.3. An Instantiation of Revocable Attribute-Based Encryption600

We propose an RABE scheme by ultimating the RRABE scheme in Section

5.1 and the generic transformation in Section 4. The details are given below.

Ψ.Initpλq Ñ pp: The initialization algorithm takes a security parameter λ P N

as input. It chooses a bilinear group of order p according to the bilinear group
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parameter generator pG, p, gq Ð Gpλq, and outputs the public parameter pp “605

pG, p, gq.
Ψ.Setupppp,Nq Ñ ppk,msk, rl, stq: The setup algorithm takes the public pa-

rameter pp and the number of system users N P N as input. It picks random

terms u, h, w, v P G and α P Zp. Then, it initializes a binary tree BT with at

least N leaves. It outputs the public key pk, the master secret key msk, the

revocation list rl and the state st:

pk “ ppp, u, h, w, v, epg, gqαq, msk “ ppk, αq, rlÐH, st “ BT.

Ψ.KeyGenpst, S, idq Ñ pskS,id, stq: The key generation algorithm takes the state

st, an attribute set S “ tA1, A2, ..., AIu Ď Ω0 and an identity id P I as input,

where the identity id is a random string in the identity domain I and it is not

the real identity of the user. It randomly chooses an unsigned leaf node in st

and stores id in this node. For all θ P Pathpidq, it fetches αθ if it is available,

otherwise, it randomly picks αθ P Zp and updates the state st by storing αθ

in the node θ. It then picks I ` 1 random exponents r, r1, r2, ..., rI P ZI`1
p and

calculates the secret key skS,id,θ:

skS,id,θ “ pgαθwr, gr, tgri , puAihqriv´ruiPrIsq.

Finally, it outputs the secret key skS,id and the updated state st:

skS,id “ tskS,id,θuθPPathpidq, stÐ stY pθ, αθqθPPathpidq.

Ψ.KeyUpdatepmsk, rl, st, Stq Ñ kuSt : The key update algorithm takes the mas-

ter secret key msk, the revocation list rl, the state st and an attribute set

St Ď Ω1 as input, where the time t “ pt1, t2, ..., tJq in bit representation with

wildcard symbol has been converted to the attribute set St Ď Ω1 as in [14]

for ciphertext delegation. For all θ P KUNodespst, rl, tq, it fetches αθ and picks

J`1 random exponents R,R1, R2, ..., RJ P ZJ`1
p , then calculates the key update

kuSt,θ:

kuSt,θ “ pgα´αθwR, gR, tgRj , puAtj hqRjv´RujPrJsq.
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Finally, it outputs the key update kuSt :

kuSt “ tkuSt,θuθPKUNodespst,rl,tq.

Ψ.DKGenpskS,id, kuStq Ñ dkS,St,id{K: The decryption key generation algorithm

takes the secret key skS,id and the key update kuSt as input. Parse the secret

key skS,id and the key update kuSt :

skS,id “ tskS,id,θuθPPathpidq, kuSt “ tkuSt,θuθPKUNodespst,rl,tq.

If Pathpidq X KUNodespst, rl, tq “ H, it returns a failure symbol K which indi-

cates the user was revoked. Otherwise, we have only one node θ P Pathpidq X
KUNodespst, rl, tq. Parse the secret key skS,id,θ and the key update kuSt,θ:

skS,id,θ “ pKp0q0 ,K
p0q
1 , tKp0q2,i ,K

p0q
3,i uiPrIsq,

kuSt,θ “ pKp1q0 ,K
p1q
1 , tKp1q2,j ,K

p1q
3,j ujPrJsq.

It picks I ` J ` 2 random exponents r1, r11, r12, ..., r1I , R1, R11, R12, ..., R1J P ZI`J`2
p

and computes:

D0 “ K
p0q
0 ¨Kp1q0 ¨ wr1wR1 “ gαwr`r

1`R`R1 ,

D1 “ K
p0q
1 ¨ gr1 “ gr`r

1
,

D2 “ K
p1q
1 ¨ gR1 “ gR`R

1
,

D3,i “ K
p0q
2,i ¨ gr

1
i “ gri`r

1
i ,

D4,i “ K
p0q
3,i ¨ puAihqr

1
iv´r

1 “ puAihqri`r1iv´pr`r1q,
D5,j “ K

p1q
2,j ¨ gR

1
j “ gRj`R

1
j ,

D6,j “ K
p1q
3,j ¨ puAtj hqR

1
jv´R

1 “ puAtj hqRj`R1jv´pR`R1q.

Finally, it outputs the decryption key dkS,St,id:

dkS,St,id “ pD0, D1, D2, tD3,i, D4,iuiPrIs, tD5,j , D6,jujPrJsq.

Ψ.Encppk,m,Aq Ñ ctA: The encryption algorithm takes the public key pk, the

message m PM and the access structure A P P encoded in an LSSS policy with
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M P Znˆlp and ρ : rns Ñ Zp as input, where the access structure A can be seen as

Aatt^At, and Aatt is the access structure for the attributes and At is the access

structure for the time period. It picks a random vector ~y “ ps, y2, ..., ylqJ P Zlˆ1
p

and computes the vector ~u “ pu1, u2, ..., unqJ “ M~y. It then picks n random

exponents µ1, µ2, ..., µn P Znp and calculates:

C “ m ¨ epg, gqαs, C0 “ gs, C1,i “ wuivµi , C2,i “ puρpiqhq´µi , C3,i “ gµi .

It outputs the ciphertext ctA:

ctA “ pC,C0, tC1,i, C2,i, C3,iuiPrnsq.

Ψ.CTUpdatepctA,A1q Ñ ctA1{K: The ciphertext update algorithm takes the ci-

phertext ctA under the access structure A “ pM, ρq P P and an access structure

A1 “ pM1, ρ1q P P as input, where matrices are M P Znˆlp , M1 P Zn1ˆlp and

mapping functions ρ : rns Ñ Zp, ρ1 : rn1s Ñ Zp. Parse the ciphertext ctA:

ctA “ pC,C0, tC1,i, C2,i, C3,iuiPrnsq.

If the access structure A1 cannot be derived from the access structure A, it re-

turns a failure symbol K, otherwise, it picks a random vector ~y1 “ ps1, y12, ..., y1n1qJ P610

Zlˆ1
p and computes the vector ~u1 “ pu11, u12, ..., u1n1qJ “M1~y1. After that, it picks

n1 random exponents µ11, µ12, ..., µ1n1 P Zn1p . For all j P rn1s, we have ρ1pjq “ ρpiq
for some i, then it calculates:

C 1 “ C ¨ epg, gqαs1 “ m ¨ epg, gqαps`s1q,
C 10 “ C0 ¨ gs1 “ gs`s

1
,

C 11,j “ C1,i ¨ wu1jvµ1j “ wui`u
1
jvµi`µ

1
j ,

C 12,j “ C2,i ¨ puρ1pjqhq´µ1j “ puρ1pjqhq´pµi`µ1jq,
C 13,j “ C3,i ¨ gµ1j “ gµi`µ

1
j .

It outputs the updated ciphertext ctA1 :

ctA1 “ pC 1, C 10, tC 11,j , C 12,j , C 13,jujPrn1sq.
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Ψ.DecpdkS,St,id, ctAq Ñ m{K: The decryption algorithm takes the decryption

key dkS,St,id and ciphertext ctA as input. Parse the decryption key dkS,St,id and615

the ciphertext ctA:

dkS,St,id “ pD0, D1, D2, tD3,i, D4,iuiPrIs, tD5,j , D6,jujPrJsq,
ctA “ pC,C0, tC1,i, C2,i, C3,iuiPrnsq.

It calculates the set of rows in M that provides a share to attributes in SI and

SJ , i.e. SI “ ti : ρpiq P Su and SJ “ tj : ρpjq P Stu. Then, it computes

constants twi P ZpuiPSI and twj P ZpujPSJ s.t.

ÿ

iPSI
wiMi “ p1, 0, ..., 0q,

ÿ

jPSJ
wjMj “ p1, 0, ..., 0q.

If ApSq “ 0, it returns a failure symbol K, otherwise, we have
ř
iPSI wiui “ s

and calculate partial message hiding component P1:

P1 “
ź

iPSI
pepC1,i, D1qepC2,i, D3,iqepC3,i, D4,iqqwi

“ epg, wqspr0`r10q.

If ApStq “ 0, it returns a failure symbol K, otherwise, we have
ř
jPSJ wjuj “ s

and calculate the other partial message hiding component P2:620

P2 “
ź

jPSJ
pepC1,j , D1qepC2,j , D5,jqepC3,j , D6,jqqwj

“ epg, wqspr1`r11q.

If ApSq “ ApStq “ 1, we have two partial message hiding components P1 and

P2, then we have P3:

P3 “ P1 ¨ P2 “ epg, wqspr0`r10`r1`r11q.

We calculate the message hiding component P4:

P4 “ epC0, D0q{P3 “ epg, gqαs.

Finally, the message m can be recovered:

C{P4 “ m.
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Ψ.Revprl, id, tq Ñ rl: The revocation algorithm takes the revocation list rl, an

identity id P I to be revoked and the time t P T , and updates revocation list rl:

rlÐ rl Y pid, tq.

5.4. Efficiency Analysis625

Our RABE scheme has the constant size public key Op1q and we deploy the

subset-cover method [4] for revoking corrupted users to reduce the cost from

linear to logarithmic. Compared to previous RABE schemes [7, 13, 14, 15],

our RABE scheme is proved secure in the strong security model, and achieves

additional features in terms of security and functionality simultaneously, e.g.,630

decryption key exposure resistance and ciphertext delegation, and the efficiency

of our proposed scheme is comparable with previous RABE schemes.

We provide the experimental results comparing the efficient ciphertext-policy

RABE [14] and our proposed RABE scheme. We have implemented the above

schemes in Java using jPBC library with the Type A elliptic curve and the sym-635

metric paring setting. In particularly, we used the parameters from “a.properties”

in jPBC library, which produces an elliptic curve bilinear group with 160-bit

group order, 512-bit base field and embedded degree 2. Hence, p is a 160-bit

prime number, and elements in G and GT are 512-bit and 1024-bit, respectively.

The software implementation was performed on a PC running 64-bit Windows640

10 with Dual 2.8GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700HQ CPU and 16GB memory.

The experimental result of the computational time of the key generation

algorithm is in Figure 3. We limit the size of the attribute universe |Ω| “ 30 in

this experiment result and the rest of simulations, and to evaluate the scalability

of the scheme, the number of system users is from 24 “ 16 to 212 “ 4096. Note645

that the computational time of the key generation algorithm only relates to the

number of system users.
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Figure 3: Computational Time of Key Generation Algorithm (|Ω| “ 30, N “ 24 to 212)

The comparisons of the computational time in the key update algorithm are

given in Figure 4 and 5. In Figure 4, we consider a lightweight system. In Figure

5, we then consider a large systems with N “ 212 “ 4096 and R “ 27 “ 128 in650

the time from 210 to 250.
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Figure 4: Computational Time of Key Update Algorithm (|Ω| “ 30, N “ 24, R “ 22)

Figure 5: Computational Time of Key Update Algorithm (|Ω| “ 30, N “ 212, R “ 27)

Figure 6 shows the computational time of the encryption algorithm with

different bounded system life time from 210 to 250. Note that the computational
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time of encryption algorithm only relates to the access policy and the bounded

system life time.655

Figure 6: Computational Time of Encryption Algorithm (|Ω| “ 30)

From Figure 3 to 6, we can see that the experimental results are consistent

with what we excepted in Table 1. Therefore, our construction has comparable

performance to the state-of-the-art ciphertext-policy RABE scheme supporting

ciphertext delegation, and our scheme also provides decryption key exposure

resistance.660

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel notion called re-randomizable piecewise

key generation and use it to construct re-randomizable attribute-based encryp-

tion (RRABE), which is a new cryptographic primitive to construct revocable

ABE with decryption key exposure resistance. We also define the formal secu-665

rity models against decryption key exposure attack, and provide instantiations

of RRABE and RABE schemes under our proposed models. Our proposed
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RABE scheme allows not only efficient revocation but also capture many func-

tionalities, e.g., decryption key exposure resistance and ciphertext delegation

simultaneously. Moreover, the efficiency of our scheme is not worse than previ-670

ous RABE schemes without decryption key exposure resistance and ciphertext

delegation.
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